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In this thesis, the performance of a non-coherent Binary Frequency Shift Keying 
(BFSK) receiver using Equal Gain Combining (EGC) and Post Detection Selection 
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Diversity has long been used to improve the performance in communication 
systems operating in fading environments. Fading is the term used to describe the rapid 
fluctuations of the amplitude of a transmitted signal over a short period of time. It is 
caused by the non-coherent recombination of signal components that arrive at the 
receiver via different paths, at slightly different times. The resulting signal usually varies 
in amplitude and in phase. 
Channel diversity is a powerful technique that is based on a simple concept. L 
independently fading replicas of the transmitted signal are received, over L different and 
hence statistically independent channels. This means that if one path experiences a deep 
fade, another path may have a strong signal, so that the detection is easier. The possibility 
that all paths have a deep fade at the same time is small, so the average and the 
instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver are improved, relative to a single 
fading channel. 
In practice there are several ways in which we can provide the receiver with L 
replicas of the transmitted signal. One way is by employing frequency diversity, where 
the signal is simultaneously transmitted at L different frequencies. The carrier frequencies 
should be separated at least by an amount that equals or exceeds the coherence bandwidth 
(Af)cofthe channe~ so that the independent fading for different paths is ensured. Another 
way is to transmit the signal in L different time slots (time diversity). Successive time 
slots should be separated by time that is equal to, or exceeds the coherence time (At)c of 
the channel. For a frequency-non-selective slow fading channel it is assumed that the 
I 
coherence bandwidth is larger than the bandwidth of the transmitted signal and that the 
coherence time is larger than the bit interval. A third commonly used way is space 
(antenna) diversity. This technique employs one transmitting antenna along with several 
receiving antennas. The receiving antennas are sufficiently separated to ensure that the 
communication paths are different. As a general rule, a distance of I 0 wavelengths 
separation between two antennas is considered sufficient. 
There are other less widely used diversity techniques. For example there is the 
angle-of-arrival diversity and the polarization diversity. By comparison frequency and 
time diversity require more bandwidth. On the other hand, they require less hardware. 
This means less space, so they are used where space availability is a limiting factor in the 
design of a communication link. 
Once the information from the diversity branches is received it can be combined, 
so that the bit error rate is decreased. In practice there are several methods of diversity 
combining. In this thesis we will investigate Equal Gain Combining (EGC) and Post 
Detection Selection Combining (PDSC) of order one and two and three. EGC is a 
commonly used technique for non-coherent detection. All L branches are equally 
weighted and combined non-coherently at the receiver. Consequently, EGC requires a 
complex receiver and is path dependent. In addition, combining more signals does not 
necessarily improve the performance. This is especially true in environments where the 
bit error rate is large due to fading or jamming. To overcome these disadvantages other 
techniques are used, such as selection combining (SC) and PDSC of different orders. In 
PDSC of order I (PDSC-1 ), a technique invented by professors Tri Ha and Ralph 
Hippenstiel, the signal with the largest amplitude of the signal branches, is compared to 
2 
the signal with the largest amplitude among the non-signal branches. In PDSC of order 2 
(PDSC-2), the combination of the signals with the two largest amplitudes of the signal 
branches is compared to the combination of the two signals with the largest amplitudes of 
the non-signal branches. In PDSC of order 3 (PDSC-3) the combination of the signals 
with the three largest amplitudes of the signal branches is compared to the combination of 
the three signals with the largest amplitudes of the non-signal branches. Selection 
combining is not discussed in this thesis. In selection combining the decision whether the 
signal is present or not, is based on the predetection signal with the largest amplitude. 
Both PDSC and SC are combining techniques which are independent of the number of 
diversity channels L, therefore require less complex receivers. 
The communication channel is assumed to be a frequency non-selective, slowly 
fading Nakagami-m channel, while the additive noise is assumed to be white and 
Gaussian. 
A. NAKAGAMI FADING CHANNEL 
The received signal amplitude a of the non-coherent receiver that is employed in 
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where r(m) is the gamma function, defined by the integral 
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are the two parameters of the distribution. The Nakagami-m distribution is a generalized 
formula that can model different fading environments using different values of its 
parameters. Form= 1 the channel has Rayleigh fading while as m approaches infinity the 
channel becomes non-fading. lfm =¥.?,the pdfis the one-sided Gaussian distribution [I]. 
B. NON-COHERENT BFSK RECEIVER 
The block diagram of the non-coherent BFSK receiver is shown in Fig. I. 
Since it is very difficult to coherently detect in a fading environment, we use an 
orthogonal modulation scheme, i.e., Binary Frequency Shift Keying (BFSK), so that non-
coherent detection can be performed. In BFSK when the data bit bi = 1 is transmitted, the 
waveform i.f1J (t) is given by 
O~t~T (5) 
elsewhere 
where Tis the bit duration, 81 is the signal phase, A is the amplitude of the signal and Ji 
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Figure 1. Non-coherent BFSK receiver 
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where T, 82, A are the duratio~ phase angle, and amplitude, respectively. The carrier 
frequency h is selected such that the v(JJ (t) and v<2J (t) are orthogonal over the interval 
[O, T]. This implies a minimum frequency spacing of l/2 - ft I = 1/T. 
The received signal in the interval [O, T] has the form: 
r(i) (t) = aV(;) (t) + n(t), i = 1,2 (7) 
where n(t) is white Gaussian noise with power spectral density <In = Nr/2, and a is a 
Nakagami-m random variable whose probability density function is given by (1). We 
assume, without loss of generality, that the data bit bi = 1 is transmitted. The in phase 




where Ec=A2 is the average energy per diversity bit and nlc ,n2c are given by 
















The random variables n1c, n1c, n1s, n1s are mdependent, identically distributed (iid), zero 
mean, Gaussian random variables with variances Nol2. Finally the decision variables are 
defined as 
and 
TT v2 v2 2 2 





II. EQUAL GAIN COMBINING (EGC) 
Equal Gain Combining (EGC) is a technique that has been widely used in non-
coherent receivers. All L branches are equally weighted and added incoherently, to 
produce a decision variable. A typical non-coherent BFSK receiver employing EGC is 
shown in Fig.2. If we assume that the data bit bi = 1 is transmitted, then branch 1 of the 
BFSK non-coherent receiver will be the signal branch and branch 2 will be the non-signal 
branch. The decision variables Vi and Vi in Fig. 2 are given by 
~ =~,1 +~.2+ ... +~.L (18) 
(19) 
where Vl.i and ViJ, i = {1,2, ... L), are the output random variables. Hence Vi and Vi are 
the sum of L independent random variables. 
A.. BIT ERROR PROBABILITY 
For the non-coherent BFSK receiver with equal gain combining, the decision 
variables Vi and Vi are given by (18) and (19). In [ 1 ], the bit error probability for this 
receiver is derived, and is given by 
(20) 
where L is the number of diversity branches, /'b is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per bit 
and bk is given by the following 
- _!_ L-1-k (2L -1) 
bk - k! ~ n (21) 
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Figure 2. Non-coherent BFSK receiver with equal gain combining 
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For the non-coherent BFSK receiver the signal-to-noise ratio per bit and bk is given by 
(22) 
where Yk = al (F,c !No) is the instantaneous SNR per diversity bit for the "Jlh channel. Here 
E/N0 is the SNR per diversity bit with no fading. From [1], Yk is a random variable whose 
probability density function under Nakagami fading is given by [ 1] 
(23) 
where Ye = E{ai }(EJ N0 ) is the average SNR per diversity bit, which is assumed to be 
identical for all L channels. The characteristic function of Yk is given by 
oo m ( J • jaryk m m-1 myk . 'I',,Vw)=E~ H tr exp-~ exp(;wr.>ar. 
o r(m) e Ye 
= mt} j r:-' exp[-( m -jm}t] dy t (24) 
r(m) o Ye 
c 
By using the identity [3] 
J xv-1 exp(- ,ur)dr = r(:) , Re(µ)> 0 , Re(v)> 0 
0 µ 




r(v) = J xv-l exp(-x)dx , v > 0 (26) 
0 
and by letting m = v and (m/yJ- jm = µ , (24) becomes 
. mm r(m) mm 
'Prt (im )= r(m)Fcf [m . Jm = [m . Jm 
=- j(J) tr =- j(J) 
Ye Ye 
(27) 
Since the fading of the L channels is mutually statistically independent, the Yk' s are 
independent, and the characteristic function of their sum is given by 
(28) 
Therefore, the probability density function of the random variable Yb, is given by 
(29) 
Substituting, (28) into (29) leads to 
(30) 
Using (m/rJ =a' and mL =fl', (30) becomes 
1 oo rfJ' 
Pr (rb)=-J ~ a. Y' exp(- )aJYb)dm 
b 27i _00 a' - 1m 
(31) 
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By using the identity [3]: 
j exp(-!~) dx 2trpv-I exp(- PP) 
_
00 
(p - JX) r(v) ' P > 0 (32) 
and by letting P = a', v = P ', p = "/b, we obtain 
m y;i--l myb 
( ) mL ( J Ye r(mL)exp - Ye (33) 
The final step is to average the bit error probability given by (20), over the fading channel 
variable given by (33). The bit error probability will be given by 
co 
~ = J Pe(Yb)Prb (rb)dyb 
-co 
= J(!)zL-i exp(-rb) ~bk(Yb)k(mJmL( r:1'-1 Jexp(- myb~,.,Yb 
0 2 2 k=O 2 ye r(mL) ye r· 
= - m --I exp - Yb _Lbk Yb y;i--1 exp - Yb Yb (})2L-l( )mL } co ( ) L-1 ( )k ( m } 2 re r(m) 0 2 k=o 2 ye . (34) 
If we let (y,/2) = y, then "/b = 2y and dyb = 2dy. The limits of the integral do not change, 
so (34) yields 
=(!)
2
L-t(2m)mL-1 ~bkjYk+mL-1 exp[-(2m+Y:}]ar 
2 Ye r(m) k=0 o Ye 
(35) 
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Now le~ing (2mfiJ/Yc = 8 and c5y = u, so y = ulc5 and dy = (du)/c5. The bit error 
probability becomes 
( 
1)2L-1(2mJmL 1 L-l ""uk+mL-1 du P = - - b ex -u -
e 2 Ye r(mL)~ k[ gk+mL-1 p( ) 8 
= (..!..)2L-1 (2mJmL 1 ~ ::mL j uk+mL-1 exp(- u )du (36) 
2 Ye r(mL)k=o 8 0 
Again using identity [3] 
r xv-l exp(- µr)dx = r(v) , Re(u)> 0 , Re(v)> 0 (37) 
O µv 
and letting v = k+mL, µ = 1, (36) becomes 
p =(_!_)2L-l(2mJmL 1 ~ bk r(k+mL) 
e 2 Ye r(mL)~ gk+mL Ik+mL-1 
2L-1( JmL L 1 b {-r+mL 
= (..!..) 2m 1 :t k 'Ye r(k+mL) 2 Ye r(mL) k=o (2m+ycJ+mL 
= _!_ 2m fb Ye r\k+mL 2L-1( JmL L l ( - Jk { ) (1) 2m+r, ,,,, ' 2m+r, r(mL) (38) 
where bk is given by (21 ). 
Define the average signal to noise ratio per bit by y b = Lr e then (38) becomes 
14 
mL 
er· Yb 2m L-1 L r(k+mL) P=- Lbk (39) e 2 2m+rb k=O 2m+rb r(mL) 
L L 
We note that EGC requires a more complex receiver, since it uses all available 
information from all L branches. In addition, combining more signals does not 
necessarily imply that the performance is improved, especially in environments where the 
bit error rate is large due to fading or jamming. Furthermore, EGC depends on the 
diversity order L. This is undesirable in applications where L may vary with location, as 
well as time. Since different diversity channels tend to have different path lengths, the 
signal-to-noise ratio of each diversity channel is different resulting in an unequal gain 
combining. T_his can cause serious performance degradation in an EGC receiver. 
15 
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III. FIRST ORDER POST DETECTION SELECTION 
COMBINING (PDSC-1) 
In first order Post Detection Selection Combining (PDSC-1 ), the signal with the 
largest amplitude of the signal branches is compared to the signal with the largest 
amplitqde of the non-signal branches. If we assume that the data bit bi = 1 is transmitted, 
then branch 1 of the BFSK non-coherent receiver will be the signal branch and branch 2 
will be the non-signal branch. The decision variables Vi and Vi are given by 
~ = max(~,1,~,2, ... ,~,L) (40) 
V2 = max(V2,1>V2,2, ... ,V2,L) 
where Vi.1. Vi.2 •... , Vi.i and Vi.1. Vi,2, ... , Vi.i are the outputs from the square law detectors 
of the L signal branches and the L non-signal branches, respectively. 
The bit error probability for PDSC-1 is given by 
P, = Pr(v, > V,)= l[J.t,, (v,)dv, }v. (v,)dv, (41) 
where fv
1 
(v1) and fv2 (v2 }are the probability density functions of the decision variables 
from the signal branch and the non-signal branch, respectively. 
A. PROBABILTIY DENSITY FUNCTIONS OF THE DECISION 
VARIABLES 
The non-coherent BFSK receiver is shown in Fig.3. For the signal branches, the 
output random variable from the ih square law detector ViJ before combining is given by 
17 
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where Ee is the energy per diversity bit without fading. For the non-signal branches the 
output from the lh square law detector Vi.i before combining is given by 
V v2 v2 2 2 2,i = 1 2c,i + 1 2s,i = n2c,i + n2s,i (43) 
Next, we will derive the probability density functions of the random variables Vi,i 
and Vi,i, for i = 1, 2, ... L. If we assume, for the moment, that a; JE; cos B; and 
a; JE: sin B; are fixed values, Vi,i is a sum of squares of two Gaussian random variables 
with means a;JE; cos~ and a;.JE: sin&;, respectively and variance Nt!2=a2n. Therefore 
the random variable Vi.I is a non-central chi-square random variable whose probability 
density function is given by [ 1] 
where 
In [ 1] the probability density function of P is given by 
(46) 
where p = E{a;2 }Ee and mis the parameter of the Nakagami distribution. To remove the 
condition on p from ( 44) we average using ( 46) as follows 




00J-1 e (-_LJex (--3LJ1 (ffe;;J mm pm-1 e (- mp)df.l 
0 2o-: xp 20-: p 20-: 0 a: r(m)pm xp p ,.,. 
Joo I ( p J ( Vu ) (2ffe;;J mm m-l ( mp) = -exp -- exp--' 10 -m P exp---=- dP 
o No No No No r(m)p p 
00J I P Vli ~ I ~f3v1,i mm m-I mp ( J
2k 
= -exp -- exp --· L...- p exp ---=- dp 
, N, ( NJ ( NJ.., (kl)' N, r(m)/Y ( P ) 
k 
V1,i 
t,i m L o Jpk+m-1 m p dp I . ( v ) m 00 N 2k 00 [ ( I J ] 
=No exp - No r(m}pm k=o (k!)2 
0 
exp - No + p 
By using [3] 
(47) 
(48) 
. I m P+mN0 
where r(v) is defined in (26), and by lettmg v = k+m and µ = N += = p , (48) 




By letting r c = N , ( 49) becomes 
0 
20 
.r l )- 1 ( V1,; J( m Jm ~( 1 ) 2(V1,; Jk r(k+m) Ye Jk Jv.~---~-- - - -
'·' ,, No No Ye +m k=o k! No r(m) Ye +m . (50) 
The cumulative distribution function of the random variable Vi.i is given by 
vl.i 
FVi; (v1,;) = J frri; (u )du (51) 
0 
Substituting ( 50) into ( 51) leads to 
( m Im f( 1 \ 2 ( .r; lk r(k+m)J( u )1c ( u )a( u) . (52) 
= Ye+~) t=o k!) Ye+~) r(m) 0 No exp - No N 0 
. u ( u) . . V1,; Lettmg w = N , dw = d N , the upper bm1t becomes N and (52) becomes 
0 0 0 
Fv..(v1J=( m Jm f(_!_)2( y; Jk r(k+mf1;Jf'::ikexp(-w)dw (53) 
u Ye +m t=0 k! Ye +m r(m) o 
Using [3] 
u nl n nl UA. 
Jxn exp(- µx)dx = -· - exp(- µu )" · A. , u ~ 0, Re(µ)> 0 (54) n+l '£..J "l f µn- +I 0 µ ~A. 
VI. 
and letting n = k, µ = 1, .u = ; , results in 
0 
-( m Im f __!_( Y: y: r(k +m)[l-exp(- V1,;)± _!_(V1,;)A.] 
- Ye+~) k=Ok! Ye+~) r(m) No :l=OA,! No 
21 
(55) 
Since all L signal branch variables ViJ, Vi,2, ... ,Vi,i are statistically independent, we can 
use [8] 
(56) 
The probability density function for the signal branch decision variable Vi, is given by 
-~exp _ _l m f _I_ _l r k1 +m Ye ( )( JmL ( )2( )ti ( )( - Jki - No No Ye +m ti=o k1 ! No r(m) Ye +m 
(57) 
For the non-signal branches, the output random variable from the /h square law 
detector V2,i prior to combining is given by (43). It is a sum of squares of two zero mean 
Gaussian random variables with identical variances. Therefore, it is a chi-square random 
variable whose probability density function is given by [I] 
fv2; (v2,;) =~exp(- v2,;2) = Nl exp(- VN2,;), v2,; ~ 0 
2crn 2crn o o 
(58) 
The corresponding cumulative distribution function is given by 
22 
(59) 
Since all L non-signal branch variables are statistically independent the probability 
density function of the decision random variable Vi is given by 
B. BIT ERROR PROBABILITY 
The bit error probability for first order post detection selection combining is given 
by(41) 





By using the binomial theorem, 





So (62) becomes 
23 
L-1 (L 1) GO[ ( )]k+I ( ) 
=Lt; ~ (-I)k [exp - i
0 
d ~0 (65) 
Vz 
Letting x = N , (65) becomes 
0 
L-1(L-l) I [ v ] 
=LL k (-I)k-exp -(k+I)-1 ~ k+I ~ (66) 
Substituting ( 66) into ( 61) leads to 
Pe= JLL, -=--exp -(k3 +1)-1 -exp --1 =--GO L-l(L-1)( 1}13 [ v ] L ( v )( m JmL 
o A3=0 k3 k3 +I N 0 N 0 N 0 Ye +m 
f I VI 1 +m Ye ( )2( )k' r(k )( - Jk' 




Changing u = - 1 , and realizing that the average signal-to-noise ratio per bit Yb= Lye, 
No 
(67) becomes 
x f(_!_J2 uk1 r(k1 +m)[ ±r: lk1 
k I r(m) l -k1=<> 1 · -11 +m L 1b 
L-1 
(68) 
This expression cannot be simplified any further. It can be evaluated numerically. The 
results of this evaluation are presented in Chapter VI. 
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IV. SECOND ORDER POST-DETECTION SELECTION 
COMBINING (PDSC-2) 
The two signals with the largest amplitudes of the signal branches are combined 
and compared to the combination of the two signals with the largest amplitudes of the 
non-signal branches.· We let branch I of the BFSK non- coherent receiver be the signal 
branch and branch 2 be the non-signal branch. Without loss of generality, let Vi,1 denote 
the largest output random variable and Vi,2 denote the second largest output random 
variabl~ of the signal branches, then 
(69) 
(70) 
Let Vi,1 ·denote the largest output random variable, and Vi.2 denote the second largest 
output random variable, of the non-signal branches. Then 
(71) 
v2,2 = second max(v2,1 'v2,2 ' ... 'Vz,L) (72) 
Therefore the decision variables Vi and Vi are given by 
~ = Vi,1 + Vi,2 (73) 
(74) 
The bit error probability is given by 
(75) 
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A. PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS OF THE DECISION 
VARIABLES 
The non-coherent BFSK receiver, is shown in Fig.4. For the signal branches, the 
output random variable from the lh square law detector Vi,i, before combining is given by 
(42), whereas, for the non- signal branches the output from the ;th square law detector Vi,i, 
before combining is given by (43). 
In [8], the cumulative distribution function of the decision random variable 
Vi= Vu+ Vi .2 is given by 
V1/2 V1-V1,2 




( v1,1 v1,2 ) is the joint probability density function of the random variables 
Vu and Vi.2 which is given by [8] 
.f (v v )= L(L-1) .f (v ) .f (v ) F,L-2 (v ) J PiFi.2 1,1 1,2 J Vi.1 1,1 J Pi.2 1,2 Pi.2 1,2 (77) 
where/Pi.
1 
(v1•1)and/Pi.2 (v1•2 )are given by (50) andFPi.2 (v1•2 )is given by (55). Substituting 




(v1)= J J L(L-1) fv.Jv1,i) fv._Jv1, 2) F~:2 (v1.2 ) dv1,1 dv1,2 (78) 
0 Vl,2 
We can obtain the probability density function of the decision random variable for 
the signal branches Vi, by differentiating (78) with respect to V{ 
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I: ( )at 
I: ( )at 
I: ( )at 
received 
signal 
I: ( )at 
I: ( )at 
I: ( )at 
I: ( )at 
Y2,Is 
sample at 









max(Vi,i. ... Vi.r) 
+second 




max(Vz.1, ... Vi.J 
+second 
max(V2.i. ... Vi.LJ 
{0,1} 




By using the identity (Leibnitz's rule) 
d[bf~(2,x)cD~] b(.r) 
a(x) dx J(b(x),x)d~) - J(a(x),x)da::) + J df~x) d2 (80) 
. ~~ 
and by letting x = v1, A = v1.2, a(x) = 0, b(x) = v112, and 
V1-V1.2 
/(2,x)= J(v1•2 , vi}= J L(L-1)/Vi.i {v1,i}/Vi.2 {v1,2 )F~~2 {v1•2 ) dv1•1 (81) 




J(v1 12, v1 )= J L(L-1)/Vi.i (v1,i}/Vi.2 (v1.z}F~~2 (v1•2 ) dv1,1 = 0 (83) 
V1/2 
and 
d(a(v1)) d(O) = O 
dvl dvl 
(84) 
so (82) results in 
30 
Again using (80) and by letting x = v1, 1 = v1.1, a(x) = VJ.2, b(x) = v1-v1.2 we have 
. (86) 
Eq. (85) becomes 
(87) 
We note that the second and the third terms of the summation inside the brackets of (87) 
are equal to zero, hence (87) becomes 
(88) 
If we substitute (86) into (88) we obtain 
/Vi (vi}= vJk(L-1)/Vi.i (v1 -v1,2)fv1•2 (v1,2)F~:2 (v1,2)]dv1,2 (89) 
0 
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Finally, if we substitute (50) and (55) into (89) we get the expression for the 
probability density function of the decision random variable as 
Ye 1 v1,2 m f 1 v1,2 I'(k2 + m) Ye ( - Jki ][ ( J( Jm ( J2 ( Jki ( - Jki ] x m+ye No exp - No m+ye fci=o k1! No r(m) m+ye 
x m f-1 Ye 3 r(k3 +m) I-exp - v1,2 ± _!._ v1,2 dv {( J
m ( - Jk [ A:! ]}L-2 
m +r, ~,,.k,! m +r, r(m) ( NJ,,, Ai( NJ '" 
L L -1 m V1 I f vl,2 1 r k2 + m ye ( )( 
J
mL ( JV /2[ ( Jk2( J2 ( >( - Jfci] 
No m+ye exp - No I 12=0 No k2! r(m) m+ye 
(90) 
For the non-signal branches the output random variable from the lh square law 
detector Vi,i before combining is given by (58). The cumulative distribution function of 

















( v 2,1v2,2) is the joint probability density function of the random variables 
Vi.1 and Vi.2 , which is given by [8] 
+ (v v )- L(L-1) + (v )+ (v )F.L-2(v ) J V2.1Vi.1 2,1 2,2 - J V2.1 2,1 J V2•2 2,2 V2.2 2,2 (92) 
where fv2.1 {v2,1) and/v2.2 (v2,2) are given by (58) andFv2.2 (v2,2 )is given by (59).Substituting 








(v2,1)fv2.Jv2,2 )F~~2 (v2,2 )dv2,1 dvz,2 (93) 
0 V2.2 
Ifwe substitute (58) and (59) in (93) we obtain 
. (94) 
Performing this integration yields [8] 
where 
(96) 
Finally, if we differentiate (95) with respect to v2 we obtain the probability density 
function of the decision variable of the non-signal branches [8] 
L(L-1) exp(-_2.J{_l + ~(L - 2) (-1)1 [I - exp(- k (_2.JJ]} 
N 0 N 0 2N0 k=l k k 2 N 0 
. (97) 
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B. BIT ERROR PROBABILITY 
The bit error probability is given by (75) 
(98) 
where 
Joo ( ) ( v2 ){ V2 ~(L-2) (-IY [ ( k( V2 )J]} ( V2 ) • (99) = L L-1 exp -- -+ ""-" -- I-exp -- - d -
v N 0 2N0 k=I k k 2 N0 N 0 l 
v Jv) v By a change of variable u = ;
0 
,du= al;o ,the limit of the integral changes to ;.
0 
and (99) yields 
00 00 J fv
2 




2(L-2J( IY [ ( k}] +L(L-1) J exp(-u):L --- I-exp -- du 
IN k=1 k k 2 Vi 0 
L-
2(L-2J( It "' [ ( k+2 )] +L(L-l)L --- J exp(-u)-exp --u du . (100) 




and by letting w = ; ,n =1, µ = 1 the first integral of(IOO) results in 
0 
_L(L_-~I) juexp(-u)du = L(L-l)exp(--v1 J± ~(-v1 Jk 
2 ~~ 2 ~ ~k. ~ 
(102) 
whereas the second integral of (100) results in 
L-Z(L-2J( 1Y "' [ ( k+2 )] L(L-I)L --- J exp(-u)-exp --u du 
~ k k JN 2 v, 0 
=L(L-1)2: -- exp -- --exp -- -i-2(L-2J( 1)1 [ ( v1 J 2 ( k+2( v1 JJ] 
k=l k k N 0 2+k 2 N 0 
. (103) 
Substituting (102) and (103) in (100) results in 
I V1 
+ N0 ~(L-2J¥{-1}1 1 2 ( k v1 .JJ x + .L.i ---exp ---
2 k=i k k 2 + k 2 N 0 
. (104) 
Finally substituting (90) and (104) in (98) yields 
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v l 00 
( v J l+]J- L-2(L-2J(-It [ 2 ( k v J] ~ = J L(L-l)exp --1 0 + L - 1--exp ---1 J 
0 N 0 2 k=I k k 2+k 2 N 0 
.(105) 
v ~v J v By changm· g variables x = ......!2.. dx = -.!.2.. u = - 1 v = uN and dv = N du the N' N, N'1 o 1 o, 
0 0 0 
limits of both integrals do not change and (I 05) results in the final expression for the bit 
error probability 
( JmL { } 
m 
00 I + u i-i L - 2 I k 2 k 
Pe =L
2 (L-I)2 J exp(-2u) -+I:( JU[l--exp(--u)] 
m + r c 0 2 k=l k k 2 + k 2 
(106) 
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Using the average signal-to-noise ratio per bit Yb = Lye, (106) yields in 
[ l
mL 
m 00 1 + u L-2 L - 2 1 k 2 k 
Pe =L2 (L-1)2 _ J exp(-2uJ-+ I( JU[1--exp(--u)~} 
m + _!_ 1/ o 'l 2 k=I k k 2 + k 2 u 
L 1b 
) 
I(u-xtx(_l ]2 r(k1 +m)[ ±r: lkx 
kx=O kl! r(m) m + _!_ :;-
L 1b 
dxdu (107) 
This expression cannot be simplified any further. It can be evaluated numerically. The 
results of this evaluation are presented in Chapter VI. 
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V. THIRD ORDER POST-DETECTION SELECTION 
COMBINING (PDSC-3) 
The three signals with the largest amplitudes of the signal branches are combined 
and compared to the combination of the three signals with the largest amplitudes of the 
non-signal branches. In particular, we let branch 1 be the signal branch and branch 2 be 
the non-signal branch. Without loss of generality let Vu denote the largest output random 
variable, Vi.2 denote the second largest output random variable, and Vi.3 denote the third 
largest output random variable of the signal branches: 
V"i,i = ~ax(v1.,1, V"i,z , vl.,3 ... , Vi,L ) 
Vi.2 = secondmax(V..1 J~.2 ,V..3 ... ,V..L) 




Let also Vi.1 denote the largest output random variable, Vi.2 denote the second largest 
output random variable, and Vi.3 denote the third largest output random variable of the 
non-signal branches: 
v2,l = max(v2,1,v2,2,v2,3---,v2.J (111) 
V2 ,2 = SeC ond max(v2,l, V2,2 , V2,3 ... , V2,L ) (112) 
v;,3 = third max(v2.1, v;,2, v;,3 ... ,v;,L) (113) 
The decision variables Vi and Vi are given by 
v. = V..1 + V..2 + Vi,3 (114) 
(115) 
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The bit error probability is given by 
P. = Pr(v, > V,) = l[ .,[!-v, (v,)dv, }v. (v,)dv, . (116) 
A. PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS OF THE DECISION 
VARIABLES 
The non-coherent BFSK receiver is shown in Fig.5. For the signal branches, the 
output random variable from the lh square law detector ViJ prior to combining is given 
by (42), whereas, for the non- signal branches the output from the lh square law detector 
Vi.i prior to combining is given by ( 43). 
In [8], the cumulative distribution function of the decision random variable 
Vi= VJ,J+ V1,2+ Vi.3 , defined in (114) is given by 
vtf3 (v1-v1•3 )/2 vi-v1.2-v1•3 
FVi (vi)= J J J /Vi.iVi.if'i.3 {v1,1 v1,2 V1,3 )ID>1,1 ID>1,2 ID>t,3 , (117) 





{v1,1v 1,2 v 1,3 ) is the joint probability density function of the random 
variables VJ,J , V1,2 and Vu which is given by [8] 
+ (v v v )=L(L-lXL-2)+ 1v )+ 1v )+ (v )F.i-3 fv) J ViFd7i.3 1,1 1,2 1,3 J Vi.1 \' 1,1 J Vi.2 \ 1,2 .f Vi.3 1,3 Vi.3 \ 1 1,3 , (ll8) 
(55). Substituting (118) into (117) becomes 
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v1f3 (v1-vl,3jj2 v1-v1.2-"u, 
FPi {v1)= J J jL{L-lXL-2)/f!.1 (v1,1 )/f!Jv1,2 )/vl,Jv1,JF~~3 (v1,3)dv1,1 dv1,2 dvu . (119) 
0 '1.3 '1.2 
We can obtain the probability density function of the decision random variable for 
the signal branches Vi, by differentiating (119) with respect to VJ 
(120) 
Using Leibnitz's rule 
[
b(x) ] d jJ(A-,x}iA-
a(x) 
dx 
J(b(x}x}db(x} - f(a(x}x}da(x) + br df(A-,x) dA-
dx dx a(x) dx 
' (121) 
and by letting x = VJ, A. = VJ,3, a(x) = 0, b(x) = VJ/3, and 
("t-vu)/2 '1-vl.2-vl,3 
j(;.,,x)= .t(v1,3, v1)= J J L{L-1XL-2)fvu (v1,1)/PiJv1,J/vl,3 (v1,3)Fi.;3 (v1,3)dv1,1 dv1,2 (122) 
'1.3 '1.2 
eq. (121) becomes 
(123) 
Now 




I: ( ';It ( )2 
I: ( ';It < r Y1,1s Vi= 
max(Vi,1, ... Vi,r) 
+second 
max(Vi,1 •... Vi,r) 
I: ( ';It ( )2 +third max(Vz,1, ... Vi,r) 






I: ( ';It < r 
I: ( ';It < r V2= max(V2,1 •... Vi,r) 
+second 
max(V2,J. ... Vi,r) 
I: ( ';It ()2 +third max(V2,J. ... Vi,r) 
V2,r.. 
I: ( ';It ()2 
#sin2efzt sample at 
t = T,2T, ... 





d(a(vi)) = d(o) = 0 
dvl dvl 
(125) 
so (123) results in 
+ (v )= v.J13 df(v1,3, vi} dv 
JVj 1 dv 1,3 
0 1 
Again by using (121) and letting x = v1, A. =vu, a(x) =vu, b(x) = (vrvu)/2, and 
V1-V,.,2-V,.,3 
J(.A, x) = J(v1•2 , v1 ) = J L(L -1XL-2 )Jv;. .• (v1•1 )J17i_2 (v1•2 )/17i_3 (v1,3 )F~~3 (v1,3 )dv1,1 ,(127) 





so (128) becomes 
Using again (121), and letting x = v1, A. =vu, a(x) = v1,2, b(x) = v1-v1,rvu, and 
J(2,x) = J(v1,1 , v1 ) = L(L- lXL- 2)/1'1.i {v1,1 )/Vi.2 (v1,2 )fv..3 {v1,3 )F~;3 {v1,3 )= J(v1,1 ) ,(132) 
eq. ( 131) results in 
(133) 
The second and the third terms of the summation inside the brackets in (133) are equal to 
zero, therefore (133) becomes 
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vif3 (vi -Vi.3 )/2 
= J J J(v1 - V1,2 -v1,3, vi}dv1,2 dvt,3 (134) 
0 Vi,3 
Ifwe substitute (132) into (134) we obtain 
"I /3 (Vi -Vi.3 )/2 
fv. (v1)= J J L(L-IXL-2)fv.Jv1 -v1.2 -v1,3 )fv.Jv1.2 )fv.Jv1,3 )F~~3 (v1,Jdv1,2 dv1,3 .(135) 
0 "I.3 
Finally if we substitute (50) and (55) into (135) we get the expression for the 
probability density function of the decision random variable in third order post detection 
selection combining 
v1 /3 (vi-vu)/2 
iv. (v1)= f f L(L-IXL-2) 
0 vl.3 
I vt,3 m f I vt,3 r k3 +m Ye [ ( J( )m ( J2( Jks ( ) ( - Jks] x No exp - No m+rc ~=o k3! No r(m) m+rc 
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_ L(L-IXL-2)( m JmL ( v1 J 
- exp --
No m+rc No 
i: vt,3 I r\k3 +m Ye 
[ ( J
"3( J2 I )( - Jk3] 
x "3=o N0 k3! r{m) m+rc 
I-exp(- v1,3J± ~(V1,3J1 ]}L-3 d(v1.2Jd(V1,3J . (l36) 
No A.=O A. No No No 
For the non-signal branches the output random variable from the lh square law 
detector Vi.i prior to combining is given by (58). The cumulative distribution function of 
the decision variable V2 defined in (115) is given by 
v2/3 (vz-vz.3)/2 vz-vz.z-Vz.3 
Fv2 (v2)= J J f fv2.r2.:!'2.Jv2,1V2,2V2,3)dvi,1dv2,2dv:z.3 , (137) 
0 Vz.3 Vz.2 
where f v2_1v2:Fz.3 { v 2,1v2,2 v 2,3) is the joint probability density function of the random 
variables Vv , Vi2 and Vi.3 , which is given by [8] 
+ (v v v )=L(L-IXL-2)1+ 1v )1+ (v )1+ Iv \r.L-3 (v ) (138) JVz.1Vz.zV2,3 2,1 2,2 2,3 'Jv2.I \' 2,1 llVz.z 2,2 llVz.3 \ 2,3JI'v2.3 2,3 , 
46 
(59).Substituting (138) into (137) results in 
v2/3 (v2-V2,3)/2 V2-V2.2-V2,3 
Fv
2 
(v2 )= J J J !J.L-1XL-2)Jv2•1 (vz.Jfv2.2 (vz,2 )fvi.3 (v2•3 )F~~3 (vz,3 )dvz.1 dv2,2 dvz.3 .(139) 
0 V2,3 V2.2 
Substituting (58) and (59) into (139) we obtain 
Vz,3 Vz,3 [ ( J~ L-3 ( J x 1- exp - No exp - No dv2•1 dv2,2 dv2,3 (140) 
Performing the integration and differentiating the result with respect to v2, the probability 
density function of the decision variable for the non-signal branches is given by [8] 
B. BIT ERROR PROBABILITY 




J'° .r (v )dv =J'° L(L-IXL-2)e (-~J .IV2 2 2 2N xp N 
VI v1 0 0 
x ~+ L -2- __ 2 -3 I-exp __ 2 dv1 { v
2 
-
3(L-3J( I}1 [kv ( ( kv J~]} 
6N0 k=t k k N 0 3N0 
= jL(L-IXL-2)exp(-~J 
v1 2 No 
{ v; ~(L-3J(-1}1 [kv2 ( ( kv2 J)]} (v2 J x - 2 +.Lo - 2- ---3 I-exp -- d -6N0 k=t k k N 0 3N0 N 0 (143) 
V2 f V2) Changing variable u =No , du= al No , (I43) becomes 
f !vJv2)dv2 = L(L-ItL-2) f exp(-u) 




3(l-3J( I}1 [ ( ( k ))]} x 6+ ~ k ~2 ku-3 I-exp - 3u du (144) 
Finally substituting (136) and (144) into (I42) yields 
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""{L(L IXL 2) 00 {u 2 L-3(L-3)( It [ ( ( k ))]} } ~=I -2 - v.r~xp(-u) 6+ ~ k ~2 ku-3 I-exp -3u du 
L(L-IXL-2)( m )mL ( v1 ) x exp --
No m+rc No 
f v1,2 I r k2 + m r c 
[ ( )
k2 ( )2 ( ) ( - )kz] 
x kz=O No k2! r(m) m+rc 
f vt,3 I I'\k3 +m Ye [ ( )k3( )2 { )( - Jk3] x k;=O No k3! r(m) m+rc 
. . v1,2 a(v1,2) vt,3 (v1,3) V1 Changing vanables x=- dx= - w=-. dw=d - z=- v =zN N' N' N' N' N' 1 -0 0 0 0 0 0 
and dv1 = N 0dz, (145) results in the final expression for the bit error probability 
49 
{ u
2 L-3(L-3)( 1}1 [ ( ( k ))]} } x 6+ tt k ~2 ku-3 I-exp -Ju du 
xexp(-z) J J ~)z-x-w)ki _
1 
\: 1 +m Ye z/3 (z-w)/2 r co ( 1 ) 2 r'k )( - ]kl J 
0 w ki =O kl· r(m) m + r c 
Using the average signal-to-noise ratio per bit y b = Ly c , ( 146) yields 
50 
~ = L1(L-1;(L-2)2 [ ~ -Jmr J{J exp(-u) . 




3(L-3)( iy [ ( ( k ))]} } x 6+ tt k ~2 ku-3 1-exp -Ju du 
z/3 (z-w}/2 
x exp(-z) J J 
0 w 
dxdwdz (147) 
This expression cannot be simplified any further. It should be evaluated numerically. The 
results of this evaluation are presented in the following chapter. 
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VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In Chapters II, III, IV and V the bit error rate (BER) expressions for non-coherent 
BFSK signals operating in a frequency non-selective, slowly fading Nakagarni channel, 
are analytically obtained. This is done for EGC, PDSC-1, PDSC-2 and PDSC-3. The 
main objective of this thesis is to compare the performance of BFSK signals using EGC 
and PDSC techniques. The numerical analysis and evaluation of the bit error rate 
expressions is performed using Mathcad 7 [7], and Matlab 5.1 [6]. The results are shown 
in figures 6 - 43. The average bit energy-to-noise ratio per bit is chosen to be in the range 
of 6 - 20 dB. All results are expressed in terms of the parameter m of the Nakagarni 
distribution and the number of diversity order L. For m = 1, the channel becomes a 
Rayleigh fading channel, and as m approaches infinity the channel becomes non-fading. 
An m = -% results in the one-sided Gaussian fading distribution [ 1]. Hence, in numerical 
evaluations, values of m = 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 should provide sufficient detail in 
order to illustrate the performance differences. 
In Figs 6 -11, the performance of the receiver with EGC is demonstrated for m = 
0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3, respectively. In each figure, the diversity order L ranges from 1 
to 5. 
In Figs 12-17, the performance of the receiver with PDSC-1 is demonstrated for 
m = 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3, respectively. Again in each figure the diversity order L 
ranges from 1to5. 
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In Figs 18 -23, the performance of the receiver, for PDSC-2, is shown form = 
0.5, 0. 75, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3, respectively. In each figure the diversity order L ranges from 2 
to5. 
In Figs 24 -29, the performance of the receiver, for PDSC-3, is illustrated form= 
0.5, 0. 75, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3, respectively. The diversity order L ranges from 3 to 5. 
In Figs 30 - 37, the performance of the receiver with EGC and PDSC techniques 
is illustrated, for different values of the diversity order L. In each figure the parameter m 
of the Nakagami distribution has values of0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3. 
In Figs 38 -43, the performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver with EGC is 
compared to its performance with PDSC, for diversity order L = 5 and m = 0.5, 0. 75, 1, 
1.5, 2 and 3. 
In Figs 6 - 11, the performance of the receiver with EGC is demonstrated for m = 
0.5, 0. 75, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 respectively. Form = 0.5, which means that the channel fading 
is one-sided Gaussian, as L increases the receiver performance improves. The same 
applies for all values of m. However, as m increases, which means that the channel 
becomes non-fading, for small values of the average bit energy-to-noise density ratio, the 
system performance with smaller diversity order L is observed to be superior to those 
with larger diversity order L. This trend reverses as the average bit energy-to-noise 
density ratio increases. This phenomenon is due to the non-coherent combining loss and 
is present in all four techniques analyzed in this thesis. The performance improvement 
effect of increasing L is noticeable after a certain bit energy-to-noise density ratio, 
especially because the noise in each diversity channel is more dominant at low energy-to-
noise density ratios, and becomes less significant as the ratio increases. Therefore each 
54 
diversity branch contributes positively to the overall SNR resulting in a better 
performance for systems with larger diversity order L. 
Figs 12 - 29 show the receiver performance for PDSC form = 0.5, 0. 75. 1, 1.5, 2, 
and 3. As with EGC, as L increases, performance improvement is observed. 
In Figs 30 - 37 the performances of the four techniques are demonstrated for 
different values of the diversity order L and for different values of the Nakagami 
parameter m. As expected, as m increases, for the same value of L, the performance of the 
receiver is improved, because the channel becomes less fading. 
In Figs 38 - 43 the techniques analyzed in this thesis are compared to each other 
for the same values of L and m. Note that in all cases the performance with the EGC 
technique is superior to the others. PDSC-1 performs worse in all cases. When the order 
of the PDSC technique is increased (from PDSC-1 to PDSC-3), the performance is 
improved. The difference in the performance between the different techniques is more 
obvious as m becomes larger, whereas when m is small the performances of all 
techniques are similar, with the EGC technique always being the superior one and the 
PDSC-1 always being the inferior one. Finally there is no difference in the performances 
between the EGC and PDSC-1 for L = 1. The same applies for the EGC and PDSC-2 for 
L = 2 as well as for the EGC and PDSC-3 for L = 3. This happens because for these 
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Figure 6. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
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Figure 7. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 0. 7 5, using equal gain combining (EGC) for diversity orders L = 
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Figure 8. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
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Figure 9. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
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Figure 10. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
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Figure 11. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
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Figure 12. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 0.5, using first order post detection selection combining (PDSC-1) for 
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Figure 13. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 0. 75, using first order post detection selection combining (PDSC-1) for 
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Figure 14. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 1, using first order post detection selection combining (PDSC-1) for 
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Figure 15. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagarni fading 
channel with m = 1.5, using first order post detection selection combining (PDSC-1) for 
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Figure 16. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 2, using first order post detection selection combining (PDSC-1) for 
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Figure 17. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 3, using first order post detection selection combining (PDSC-1) for 










Figure 18. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 0.5, using second order post detection selection combining (PDSC-2) 
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Figure 19. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 0. 75, using second order post detection selection combining (PDSC-2) 
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Figure 20. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 1, using second order post detection selection combining (PDSC-2) for 
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Figure 21. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 1.5~ using second order post detection selection combining (PDSC-2) 
for diversity orders L = 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
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Figure 22. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 2, using second order post detection selection combining (PDSC-2) for 
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Figure 23. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 3, using second order post detection selection combining (PDSC-2) for 
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Figure 24. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 0.5, using third order post detection selection combining (PDSC-3) for 
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Figure 25. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 0. 75, using third order post detection selection combining (PDSC-3) 
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Figure 26. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 1, using third order post detection selection combining (PDSC-3) for 
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Figure 27. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 1.5, using third order post detection selection combining (PDSC-3) for 
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Figure 28. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 2, using third order post detection selection combining (PDSC-3) for 
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Figure 29. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with m = 3, using third order post detection selection combining (PDSC-3) for 
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Figure 30. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with diversity order L = 1, using equal gain combining (EGC), for m = 0.5, 0. 7 5, 
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Figure 31. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with diversity order L = 4, using equal gain combining (EGC), form= 0.5, 0. 75, 
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Figure 32. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with diversity order L = 2, using first order post detection selection combining 































Figure 33. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with diversity order L = 5, using first order post detection selection combining 













Figure 34. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with diversity order L = 3, using second order post detection selection combining 
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Figure 35. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with diversity order L = 5, using second order post detection selection combining 
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Figure 36. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with diversity order L = 4, using third order post detection selection combining 
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Figure 37. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
channel with diversity order L = 5, using third order post detection selection combining 
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Figure 38. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
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Figure 39. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
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Figure 40. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
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Figure 41. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
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Figure 42. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 
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Figure 43. Performance of the non-coherent BFSK receiver over a Nakagami fading 




In this thesis the bit error probability performance of a non-coherent BFSK 
receiver with L order diversity in a frequency non-selective slowly fading Nakagami 
fading channel is compared using EGC, PDSC-1, PDSC-2 and PDSC-3. 
The EGC technique is widely used in communication systems that use non-
coherent demodulation, but as we have already seen, it suffers from non-coherent 
combining loss as L increases and is path dependent. In addition to these, it requires 
complex receivers. 
The PDSC techniques have been suggested by professors Tri T. Ha and Ralph D. 
Hippenstiel as simpler techniques that can provide adequate performance without an 
explicit L dependency. We have shown that as the order of the PDSC technique increases 
the performance of the receiver improves, so that it is comparable to that of the EGC 
technique. However, the receiver complexity is also increased. The PDSC techniques are 
not optimal combining techniques since they do not use all available information from all 
L diversity branches. On the other hand, since they are not L dependent, they may be 
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